Tasman Holiday Park s
Christmas Holiday Activities

Activity
Alphabet Game

Description
Find things in the park that begins with the Letters in
the column and write into box. Return to Reception
when complete.

Rock Find

Decorate Rocks and take a photo. Make a list of the
rocks with description. Photocopy off photo with list
on the other side. Then hide rocks around the park
for the children to find. Keep a master copy with
where the rocks are hidden, for when the children
return their copy you can see if their answers are
correct.

Colour Game

Give children copied sheet. They need to search the
park and write in column what they found with
corresponding colour. Plus, answer two questions at
bottom.

Camp Orienteer

Make a list of question (ie How many bridges in the
park, Name two staff members). Print off and
attach to the back of a park map – now photocopy
off double sided copies. Children need to search the
camp and write down the answers to your
questions.

Scrambled
Sentence

Make a sentence like “Loving the holidays and
having fun swimming in the pool”. Scramble each
word. Cut out each word and hide around the park.
The children need to find each word, unscramble it
and then make it into a sentence, once they have
found all the words.

Camp Charades

Copy off master, cut into squares and put in a bowl.
Make two teams of children. One person from a
team takes a slip out of the bowl and acts it out for
their team mates. They are given 3-minute time
limit for their team to guess. Swap team for next
charade. Team who guesses the most is the winner.

Freeze Dance

In this activity, everyone dance as the music plays.
When the music stops, each player must freeze
immediately and hold that position until the music
begins again.
If a player does not freeze immediately, they are
out.
Last one left is the winner.

*All children must be supervised by a responsible adult.

